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**Rivals to unveil map of the human genes**

**By Kitchen Deep-Pederson**

The human genome project, a 10-year publicly funded effort to develop a blueprint of the human being, and colleague research projects, has essentially completed a map of the human genes and will present a draft of it today.

The government project and Celera, expected to unveil their results at the Miller Institute, are part of a nearly $3 billion dollars effort, funded by the U.S. government, to map and code the entire human genome. The project is expected to speed research institutions across the nation.

Two years ago, Celera joined the race, building on government findings made available in the public domain.

"Ciments going into 100,000 new jobs," the NIH told me," and now - and we're on the road. Each truck had its 102-foot American flag."

The government project and Celera are expected to unveil their results at the Miller Institute. The government project, supported by the National Institutes of Health, and the commercial company, Celera Genomics, have worked in tandem to create a comprehensive reference map of the human genome, which has been gathered out at research institutions across the nation.

"Two years ago, Celera joined the race, building on government findings made available in the public domain."

"Ciments going into 100,000 new jobs," the NIH told me," and now - and we're on the road."

--Adding the sequence of the entire genome to the government's map - will give the United States a head start in the international race to sequence the human genome.

"It's the first step in the genetic knowledge."

"And now we've got a map of the human genome."

Genome researchers are expected to unveil their results at the Miller Institute. The government project and Celera are part of a $3 billion dollars effort, funded by the U.S. government, to map and code the entire human genome. The project is expected to speed research institutions across the nation.

"Two years ago, Celera joined the race, building on government findings made available in the public domain."

"Ciments going into 100,000 new jobs," the NIH told me," and now - and we're on the road."

--Adding the sequence of the entire genome to the government's map - will give the United States a head start in the international race to sequence the human genome.
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"And now we've got a map of the human genome."

**LAND OF LINCOLN**

**President Nader Accepts the Green Party nomination for president at the party's national convention in Denver Sunday.**

**By Lin Mart**

Ralph Nader accepted the Green Party's nomination for president at the party's national convention in Denver Sunday. In 1996, Nader ran as an unaffiliated candidate. This year, he is actively campaigning for president as the Green Party representative. His ran-

---

**Green Party Fun Facts**

- The Green Party was founded in 1984.
- The Green Party is the third largest party in the United States, with over 100,000 members.
- The Green Party's platform focuses on environmental protection, social justice, and peace.
- In 2000, Nader made a third-party bid for the presidency.

---

Iowa's fallen firefighters honored in local service

At an estimated 1,000 people turned out Sunday to remember the Iowa firefighters who sacrificed their lives.

---
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**PEACE HOPES BRIGHTEN ON KOREA WAR ANNIVERSARY**

By Christopher Verakis
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Korea War anniversary.
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Monday's Big Picture

The Iowa Law Enforcement Advisory Council has begun a two-year study of gun laws in Iowa. The council, which includes state law enforcement officers and academic experts, will make recommendations on gun laws and gun violence. The study is expected to be completed by the end of 2022.

Calendrier

The Iowa Law Enforcement Advisory Council will hold a public hearing on July 20 to discuss the results of its study of gun laws in Iowa. The council will hold a public hearing on July 20 to discuss the results of its study of gun laws in Iowa.

horoscopes

By Eyspanya L. L

Scorpio (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): You'll be34enly make a connection. Don't make any enemies. Avoid any situations that may hurt you. Scorpios may try to take care of any problems that come up.

LEONARD (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): You're likely to have a lot of fun this week. Your family will be around, and you'll be able to enjoy some quality time with them.

Aries (Mar. 21 - Apr. 19): Expect some unexpected turn of events. Don't be afraid to take risks. You'll find that you're able to overcome obstacles with ease.

Taurus (Apr. 20 - May 20): You'll feel more stable and in control of your life. Focus on building strong relationships and taking care of your physical health.

Gemini (May 21 - June 20): You may find that your creative ideas are coming together nicely. Keep working on them, and you'll see the fruits of your labor.

Cancer (June 21 - July 22): You'll feel more focused and productive this week. Use this time to get some important tasks done.

Leo (July 23 - Aug. 22): Your creativity will be on full display. Let your imagination run wild and create something beautiful.

Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): You'll be more detail-oriented this week. Pay attention to the little things, and you'll see big results.

Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): You'll feel more social this week. Get out and meet new people, and you'll have a great time.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): You'll be more adventuresome this week. Take a trip or try something new, and you'll have a great time.

Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): You'll feel more focused and productive this week. Use this time to get some important tasks done.

Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): You'll be more creative this week. Let your imagination run wild and create something beautiful.

Pisces (Feb. 19 - Mar. 20): You'll feel more social this week. Get out and meet new people, and you'll have a great time.

I.C. not just Iowa

Iowa is the sixth-biggest state for active older people to live in according to a new U.S. News & World Report study. The perception that retirees have been moving to warmer states has been challenged by data showing that Iowa is still a popular destination for older adults. The study, which is based on a survey of the 50 states and the District of Columbia, found that Iowa is the sixth-biggest state for active older people to live in. The study was conducted by the Center for Advanced Studies at the University of Iowa.

By Day Ern

The perception that retirees have been moving to warmer states has been challenged by data showing that Iowa is still a popular destination for older adults. The study, which is based on a survey of the 50 states and the District of Columbia, found that Iowa is the sixth-biggest state for active older people to live in. The study was conducted by the Center for Advanced Studies at the University of Iowa.
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Iowa economy to see sunny skies

Iowa city to be the sixth-best location for active older people to live, according to a study.

By Andy Mauck

Cutover to the two key predictors of economic growth slowing down during Iowa's annual Forecaster Council panel, economics are predicted to slow down in 2001. The report predicts a slowing down in the economy, which will continue through July 2 if normal.

This year's predicted growth in Iowa's economy is expected to be the same as that of the previous year, according to the report. The growth is expected to be low, with a 1% increase in real GDP. The growth is expected to be low, with a 1% increase in real GDP.

The report also predicts that the national and state income levels will remain flat. In the first three months...
Laying bare the unsavory truth behind Naked Pictures of My Ex's

Earlier this year, The New Yorker ran a preview of a book by photographer Mark Helfrich called Naked Pictures of My Ex-Girlfriends. Romance in the 70's. I am not in the custom of reading about art books, buying art books, or even perusing art books at Prairie Lights; still, this blurb in a 100-page magazine caught my attention.

"The title alone drew me in. Similar to the cover to The New Yorker, I remarked out loud to myself, "How many women does this guy have?" Why did he take their photographs? Why did he ever get the greatest to print these two decades later?" "What if William Sharpener had taken their pictures as well?" "Can this be considered "before the photo age," I thought, wondering about the prospects of the artist, becoming more open to sell their autos, Art, too, was anticipated that anyone would consider publishing each work on such a scale."

I don't think he did, though, and just as well. Starting to search, I stumble upon, a fact is coming out about this series of photos. They are fake.

They might, these are not real photos of his girlfriend. In fact, they are mostly pictures of models that Helfrich had shot in studio sessions the past couple of years. Many of the subjects included are models who had someone could publish a book like this. Or that the subset of this subject matter contained within was more of less. One of these models said that Copenhagen actually seemed pretty common, like the kind of guy who would have struggled to find anyone to believe him...

I think this shows the true purpose of fabulous. There is no question in my mind, not one, why would he be trying to market supposed pictures of his ex- girls or be an artist. Instead, I think he is more appropriate name for Helfrich is salacious. He wanted to make sure that as many people most people would find that he is tentative to reveal, in his end is making his own
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"A Woolf in sheep's clothing" by Arny Rill

**ARTS**

**ENTERTAINMENT**

**The dyspathetic angel: Martha (Angela James) and George (Richard Moll) in Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?**

There is no joy in new clothes. That is not the case, however, as the men of George, Martha, Nick, and the domestic terrain that is Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf, dress right before your eyes. A surreal dance of love with language creates the characters, for whom personal space, desire, and control are the language of wide open and vulnerable thoughts.

The premise promises a new summer in the review of 2005. Wearing the night to the house in the lives of George and Martha, a couple whose marriage is essentially drawn into their marital trajectory with Nick and Honey, the new couple on the scene, are an existential professor of history and Martha, the English professor. What begins as a late-night gathering for dinner and discussion about the writing life in George and Martha’s marital environment is soon to spiral into a sexual and marital struggle with Nick and Honey as their undercurrent.

And when George and Martha call for Honey to join the conversation, the affair of Nick and Honey is brought to the audience’s attention, the audience, by night’s end, with a quartet who must come to terms with the unfilled dreams.

It is the difficult task of the reviews for the Folio Play to go on about this verse, to transform them. All four actors initially struggle with their parts, losing their characters, but not only the weakened, into the production, and for the most part, genuine magical.

Playing Martha, Angela James Ford, streets, scenes, and creates the way around the stages, engaging in Martha’s two favorite passions, the first being her love for non-teaching, her sympathetic husband. Her energy, egalitarian sexuality is out perfect for when she says her drunken message on some comic books is funny, but she keeps to the heart of the story, self-deprecating humor.

That is right, the effect Ne campaign for finance reform is not an interest and in short de such a girl, like that of the New Yorker, the one who needs length, style and clarity of submissions. We reserve the right to edit for the sake of the space, now, anyone in the theater, and delivering the demand for the most part, resonant reality, leaving Woolf’s weakness are drawn into their epic marital struggle with Nick and Honey, now, in the words of Nick and Honey, is not to be drawn into the marital, and it distracts us from the core of Woolf’s character, a woman lustful, fantasticated and frustrated by motherhood. More appropriately shows the worry cracks of Nick’s domestic modernity, but never fully abandons the gained her reaction to the core of the character’s surface.

Robert Fried’s The Irish Times review:

"Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?"

Eugene O’Neill’s play is a complex transformation involving the mastery of character. Sibylle is entirely dedicated, with her pathos, and masses of Woolf’s intensity of his voice. At the play’s peak, her self-doubt, her hopes, her betrayals, and the results are intense, intense, and intense, and intense, and intense, and intense, and intense, and intense, and intense.

Honey, Richard McWilliams (Richard McWilliams) in Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?

When:


**Carrey’s Irene not singing goodnight**

Jim Carrey times two boosts Mr. Myself & Irene to box office

By David Grimes

Associated Press

**LONDON — Two Jim Carrey on the list for the most notable of summer flicks.**

Mr. Myself & Irene, starring Carrey as a woman whose dual personality falls for the same woman, delayed at the top weekend box office with $8.2 million, according to estimates compiled by Lipman.

Chiclets Bay, featuring the voice of Mel Gibson in an animated flick, earns $5.9 million from its family fare, compared with $3.3 million for the week.

Chris Van Horn, starring the voice of Mr. Bean, a cartoon character, garners $2.1 million and $2.1 million for the week.

In the small box office sales for June, although Tuesday through Sunday at the North American box office, Sony Pictures, $8.2 million.

**Detroit, Michigan — Big Money House, $6.7 million.**

**Miami, Germany-based promoter Marcel Schossmacher, $1.6 million.**

The film, starring the voice of Mr. Bean, a cartoon character, garners $2.1 million and $2.1 million for the week.

**BRIEFS**

**CAR-X MUFFLER & BRAKE**

CAR-X MUFFLER & BRAKE

1140 INTERSTATE DRIVE TOWNSVILLE, IA 52344

319-337-2900

**A/C SYSTEM CHECK**

- Evaluate A/C system for leaks and repair if necessary
- Inspect A/C system for proper airflow, freon levels and lubrication
- Check for proper system operation and refrigerant recharge
- Evaluate airflow, temperature and pressure readings
- Make your appointment now.

**FREE ALIGNMENT**

- Pre-purchase of one alignment and one tire
- Winning dealership
- Additional tire and alignment

**FREE EXHAUST**

- Pre-purchase of one alignment and one tire
- Winning dealership
- Additional tire and alignment

**FREE TIRE CHECK**

- Pre-purchase of one alignment and one tire
- Winning dealership
- Additional tire and alignment
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319-337-2900

**BRAKES**

- Evaluate brakes for wear and tear
- Inspect for proper system operation and lubrication
- Make your appointment now.

**AIR CONDITIONING**

- Evaluate A/C system for leaks and repair if necessary
- Inspect A/C system for proper airflow, freon levels and lubrication
- Check for proper system operation and refrigerant recharge
- Evaluate airflow, temperature and pressure readings
- Make your appointment now.

**FREE ALIGNMENT**
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- Pre-purchase of one alignment and one tire
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- Additional tire and alignment

**LARGEST EXHAUST & BRAKE INVENTORY IN TOWN**

**YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD CAR CARE CENTER**
Hamming it up = disaster practice

**Amateur radio club members**

- Not far away from Alaska and the Virgin Islands over the weekend.

By Beth Cooklin

For 24 hours this weekend, members of the Iowa Amateur Radio Club met in Dubuque for the start of a part of a national competition.

The club was started on June 24 and ended at 11 a.m. Sunday. The competition event was the final exam for the amateur radio license. The competition featured 1138.6x1748.2 kilowatts of power as a possible power condition. In reduction to the number of amateur radio classes, the license is a IU.

While official scores won't be available until Monday, club member Richard Stagner said, the members performed better this year than in the past 30 years and are expected to rank well.

The club had 2,300 members in a variety of locations, including schools, businesses, government, and private homes.

"I think we did exceptionally well," Stagner said.

"We're far away from Iowa, and we're not going to be able to contact anyone from last year," Butch Cooklin said.

"We're going to try to get as many contacts as possible under conditions that are possible under the conditions," Stagner said.

Heather M. Logan, 18, a student from Iowa State University, said she enjoyed the competition.

"It's a good experience," Logan said.

"I've been practicing for a year, and we're going to have to get contact with people in different countries," Logan said.

The competition started at 11 a.m. on June 24 and ended at 11 a.m. on June 25.

**Soaring gas prices may fuel voter Iore**

WASHINGTON (AP) — High prices, reflected in heating bills, costs and even a growing gap, are a major factor in the presidential campaign.

But if it's a factor that's come too late for just a few voters, a campaign that is in control of its crucial resources, such as the Internet, is in control of the key issue.

The White House has a strong core of voters who are already in the pool.

The candidates' campaigns are supported by all the major networks and by all the major networks in the pool.

President George W. Bush, a resident of the country in control of the White House, is in control of the key issue.
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Last days of town bring resignation, some sadness

CHAMPAIGN, ILL. — A small, grieving town website in Illinois' rural Champaign County has been quietly coming apart at the seams since the mayor and police chief died on Sunday in a car crash. The tragedy has left the community reeling, with grieving families, friends and neighbors reaching out to each other for support.

Ronda Williams, a 36-year-old mother of four, was driving a pickup truck when it collided head-on with a car carrying her husband, Thomas Williams, and their two children, ages 7 and 10. The crash occurred on a rural road near the town of Champaign, Illinois, about 75 miles (120 kilometers) south of Chicago.

Mr. and Mrs. Williams were pronounced dead at the scene. The two children were airlifted to Children's Hospital in Chicago, where they were later declared dead.

Champaign is a small town with a population of about 20,000 people, located in the heart of the Champaign-Urbana metropolitan area. The town has a rich history and is known for its contributions to the arts and sciences.

The town was founded in 1837 and is home to the University of Illinois, one of the nation's top public universities. Champaign is also home to the National Center for Supercomputing Applications, which is responsible for the development of the world's first commercial supercomputer.

The Williams family has long been involved in the community, with Mr. Williams serving as mayor for nearly a decade. The couple was known for their kindness and dedication to public service.

Champaign's mayor and police chief were both well-respected members of the community, and their deaths have left a void that will be difficult to fill.

The town has begun the process of selecting new leaders and has set aside funds to support the families of the deceased.

As the community mourns the loss of its leaders, it looks to the future with hope and determination, knowing that the Williams family's legacy will live on through their children and the many people they touched during their lifetime.

---

**CITY, NATION & WORLD**

**Palestinian state**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>NATION BRIEF</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Reno likely to reject Gore special counsel, ex-official says**

WASHINGTON (AP) - Reno likely to reject Gore special counsel, ex-official says.

Reno already has rejected proposals for a special counsel to investigate Vice President Gore's handling of the Whitewater case.

Reno said in an interview with the Associated Press that the Justice Department is reviewing Gore's actions in the case, and that Reno believes Gore should not have a special counsel.

Reno said she is concerned about the appearance of impropriety and the potential for leaks in the Whitewater investigation.

---

**At WTO, poor nations struggle to compete**

**Rich countries have large staffs, who use Haiti a one-man delegation, who takes the lead**

By Renée Koppell

The WTO is a forum for nations to negotiate trade rules. But it has long been criticized for being dominated by rich countries, which have more resources to devote to the organization.

The WTO is currently in the process of negotiating a new trade agreement, known as the Doha Development Agenda, which aims to reduce trade barriers and increase access to markets for developing countries.

But rich countries have a significant advantage in the negotiations, as they have more resources to devote to the organization and more expertise in trade policy.

There are steps that developing countries can take to level the playing field, such as forming coalitions with other developing countries, utilizing international trade law, and engaging in public diplomacy to raise awareness of the issues.

---

**Human genome project to unveil map of genes**

**GENOME**

| **Continued from Page 1** |

and increasing misunderstanding are the keys to the future of science.

The Human Genome Project is an international effort to identify and map all of the approximately 3 billion base pairs of DNA that make up the human genome.

The project began in 1990 and has since involved researchers from around the world.

The completed genome sequence is expected to reveal the genetic instructions that control human development and health.

The results of the project will have far-reaching implications for medicine, agriculture, and society as a whole.

---

**Choose Nader over party at convention**

**GREEN PARTY**

| **Continued from Page 1** |

naging will be William J. Clinton, an Indiana governor who is a widely respected and well-liked candidate for the Democratic nomination.

The Green Party is a political party in the United States that advocates for environmental protection, social justice, and a non-interventionist foreign policy.

The party is known for its grassroots organization and reliance on volunteer support.

---

**Corvalis service honors fallen firefighters**

**KOREA WAR**

| **Continued from Page 1** |

ore destruction. We should never dream of victory by force of arms. We should never dream of victory by force of arms. We should never dream of victory by force of arms.

He also ordered his armed forces to reorganize and to bolster the nation's military strength to meet the North's growing military threat.

The North Korean regime under the leadership of Kim Jong-un has been engaged in provocative behavior, including the missile test in March and the recent test-firing of a submarine-launched ballistic missile.

The United Nations Security Council has imposed sanctions on North Korea in response to its aggressive actions.

---

**Both Koreas hope for peace on war anniversary**

Both Koreas hope for peace on war anniversary,

| **Continued from Page 1** |

n returns of information, it should be emphasized that there's a need for a special counsel's level of information to work a special counsel.

---

**CITY, NATION & WORLD**

**Palestinian state**

| **NATION BRIEF** |

---
Chicago wins its sixth of seven straight against the Yankees

Baseball

Continuing their record-setting streak, the Yankees are on a historic run, having won 13 of their last 14 games against the Yankees, now at six straight.

Magglio Ordonez

The Yankees and the Mariners met for the second time this season, with the Yankees taking the series 2-1. The Yankees outscored the Mariners 11-1 in the two games.

The Yankees' offense was led by Magglio Ordonez, who hit a grand slam and drove in four runs. Ordonez, a career .260 hitter, had two hits and a walk in the game.

Pedro Martinez

Pedro Martinez dominated the Mariners, allowing only one run on four hits in seven innings. Martinez struck out eight batters and walked none.

Jose Guillen

Jose Guillen of the Yankees hit a three-run home run in the third inning, giving the Yankees a 3-0 lead. Guillen, a career .285 hitter, has hit five home runs in his last 10 games.

The Yankees' bullpen, led by Mariano Rivera, held the Mariners scoreless in the ninth inning, preserving the win.

The Yankees' record against the Mariners is now 6-0, and they have won seven straight games against the Mariners this season.

For more updates, check out the Yankees' official website at www.yankees.com.
Davenport develops a Wimbledon

By Steve Mins
Associated Press

ENGLAND — It's been a tough run at a neighborhood Italian restaurant, and water bottle security was no match for Andre Agassi, Martina Hingis and Lindsay Davenport as fans crowded in during the Open.

With a smile, 史弟 said: "I take this whole situation in stride, whatever the women's tour. Davenport has struggled, but she's been fighting for her career. All the time, it's been the same. She's still the first one to raise her hands in the middle of any conflict or challenge. She still can't raise her hands in the middle of any conflict or challenge.

And the best of all, "They are wonderful, nice people, and the interaction and communication with them was wonderful."

Davenport: "She was out of her mind. She was out of her mind. She was really out of her mind. She was really out of her mind."
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I am hard, and I do not give a damn to who I am.

The Dust is in the air, and I am ready to fight.

I have no problem with the Nevada Athletic Commission.

I will be fighting for the Nevada Athletic Commission.
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Brands and Mcllravy win trials, advance to Sydney

By Jeremy Schleuder

The Daily Iowan

The wall is over for Lincoln-McCarty and Terry Brands— they're finally Olympians.

After the 1996 trials sent both hones with disappointing losses, the two came back in 2000 with a

One came out of retirement, one is packing at the right time.

Scottie Bowman, who led the winningest NHL coach in history, too.
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